Abstract-To meet the detection of pulsars with low SNR, this paper presents a pulse signal recognition algorithm based on FFT. The new method could reduce the accumulation of time domain compared with the traditional method and could complete the detecting within a very short period of time First combined with the characteristics of pulsar signals ,make a theoretical description, for characteristic frequency identification method Second ,after fft ,by looking at the peak of a specific frequency ,find the characteristic frequency ，use it to estimate pulsar phase change in time domain .Third, Give the CRB(Cramer-Rao performance limit ) of characteristic frequency identification method. Use Mento-Carlo simulation for the simulation of pulsar PSRJ0007+7303. Simulation results show statistical results compared to the CRB in the same order of magnitude. Characteristic frequency identification method could achieve effective detection. The result shows Characteristic frequency identification method is an effective way for pulsar Identification and the evaluation of phase change which is directly related to the TOA parameters evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
Pulsar is a kind of high-speed rotating neutron stars. Neutron star is a continuous and stable celestial object radiating electromagnetic energy. The energy in the pole direction of the radiation intensity is large, and the energy in the other direction of the radiation intensity is small.
Therefore, in the course of neutron stars rotate, the observed signal from Earth shows cyclical changes.. Due to the stability of the neutron star spin, periodic pulse signal is also very stable. The period of pulse signal is as stable as the atomic clocks on Earth For the periodic stability of the pulsar signal, using pul -sar to conduct aerospace navigation has became a focus of science study. Now scientists have found about 1790 pulsars and there are about a few millisecond x-ray pulsars which is more available to be applied to deep space navigation. In table 1, we have given some millisecond pulsar characteristic parameters. Fig .1 is plot of X-ray sources from XNAVSC in Galactic longitude and latitude 
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Now, Pulsar navigation is needed to address two important issues 1) Identify the pulsar signal 2) Measurements of Pulsar signal time of arrival (TOA) As the TOA is directly related to the phase change of pulsar, it is equally to the measurements of the phase change.
The common approach is to accumulate the low SNR signal by huge pulsar detector for a long time and get the profile of pulsar .Then the obtained signal with the template in the standard library of pulsar profile to achieve identification. But this way cannot satisfy the real-time requirements of pulsar navigation. It is only a theory exploration and cannot be applied to astronomy engineer To solve the above problem,, this paper presents an FFT-based algorithm for the rapid detection of pulsars. Through the pulsar signal preprocessing, this algorithm can be effective in the noise suppression. In the Part One of the article, we will give the theoretical proof. Introduce the possibility and advantage of the algorithm basing in FFT. In the Part Two, the CRB theory will be introduced and the article gives the estimation formula for the algorithm. In the Part Three, the paper will give the simulation result .In the Part Four, the paper will analysis the results of simulation and draw the conclusions.
II. PULSAR CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
Since each pulsar has a unique signal cycle, the pulsar cycle estimate is important for the feature recognition. The cycle is the Id for the pulsar.
A. characteristic frequency
Although pulsar signals are not generally sinusoidal signal, periodic signal can be decomposed into a series of sinusoidal signals. And the cycle of the pulsar signal is also the period of sinusoidal signal baseband signal. The phase change of pulsar is the same to the sinusoidal signal baseband signal.
Sinusoidal signal frequency estimation methods can be applied to periodic pulsar signal parameter estimation.
Pulsar characteristic frequency in the paper is defined as the number of pulsar-period changes during the period of observation.
According to Fourier transform: For the specific period, the pulsar signal can be given the estimated at k in the frequency spectrum of the signal.
For the period T of the pulsar signal, there will be 1 f T  of the peak value in the frequency spectrum, which can determine a value corresponding to the discrete frequency K. K can be detected at a peak of the spectrum.
The physical meaning of K is reflected in the number of pulsars periodic changes for the observation period.
If there is a peak, then the period T of the pulsar signal appears; if not, it means that there is no signal from the pulsar period.
We can have an example as follow. N is 1024 points. In the observation range, the signal has changed 8 times .Corresponding spectrum peak appears at k = 8.
Since the signal is approximately a square wave , and therefore the 3rd harmonic and 5th harmonic frequencies also appeared at the peak.
Respectively, the amplitude of the 3rd and 5th harmonic is the amplitude of fundamental wave 1/3 and 1/5.
According to the theory of linear systems, the fundamental frequency component of the signal is retained in the delay information signal. The phase delay of the original signal is corresponding to that of the characteristic frequency signal 
B. pulsar signal preprocessing
Let pulsar signal is ( ) s t , due to the presence of noise, the sensor output is measured
Assuming v (t) is Gaussian white noise, with the following probability distribution 
According to (12) we can obtain Signal-to-noise ratio of the pulsar using the average method (14) It shows after the signal-to-noise ratio has been improved M times after M times average processing .The average processing has the advantage of simplicity and easy operation. Average processing method is often used in many standard templates.
III. CRB THEORY
As described above, a periodic signal can be decomposed into the sum of a series of sinusoidal signals, and the baseband signal can describe the basic characteristics of a periodic signal. The baseband signal is thus called the characteristic frequency signal. By using characteristic frequency signal method, the parameters estimation of the periodic signal in the amplitude, frequency and time delay change into the characteristics of the signal parameter estimation. Since the period of the pulsar signal is known, the characteristic frequency is also known. From the perspective of parameter estimation, the characteristic frequency estimation is accurate and unbiased.
For unbiased frequency estimator, Its best estimate of performance (such as minimum variance) can be compared with Cramer -Rao performance limit If the estimate is close to or equal to the variance Cramer -Rao limit, it can be considered that the estimator is optimal.
For the estimate of a single sinusoidal signal in Gaussian noise environments, Modern spectral estimation theory has proven the formula of Cramer -Rao limit is like  and the cube of the length of the data appropriately selection of the data sequence length is a very important for parameter estimation As the pulsar signal cycle is known, the estimated frequency parameters can be considered to achieve Cramer -Rao limit
IV. TEST AND ANALYSIS
This data selection is the part of the XTE satellite observation data. The data source is downloaded from the HEASARC website and the data format is FITS
A. Pulsar Identificatio
First we select the pulsar PSRJ0007 +7303 which has the period of P=315.8 Sampling frequency is 633 Hz.In the matlab, we draw the original signal just as Fig.4 (1)The paper selects pulsar PSRJ0007 +7303, plus Gaussian noise and uses the characteristic frequency identification method to achieve the recognition of single pulsars signal. Through the simulation of matlab ,the algorithm can achieve the single pulsar effective recognition (2)On the basis of pulsars PSRJ0007 +7303 signal, n a new pulsar PSRJ0023 +0923,is joined in and the simulation is completed by matlab. The algorithm can achieve more stars pulse recognition effectively (3)Phase change The experiment choose pulsar PSRJ0007 +7303 .The number of FFT is N=50000 and the SNR changes from 0 db to 30 db .The paper make statistics of the results from 1000 times Monte Carlo simulation .The statistics result shows the the pulsar characteristic frequency identification algorithm can measure the change of phase accurately. The variance is close to the best estimate bound-Cramer-Rao limit
